PINPOINT MOUNTS
AM-41C SIDE CLAMPING SPEAKER CEILING MOUNT
The AM-41C Speaker Bracket is designed to mount bookshelf
style speakers using a side clamping system that requires the
speakers to have flat sides. The speaker may be mounted
either vertical or horizontal as long as it is between the listed
clamping range and does not exceed the maximum weight
handling.
Clamping Range: 5.5” - 12” (Width)
Tilting Range: 0-10 Degree
Swivel Range: 90 Degree (left/right) Speakers under 11” wide
Max Weight: 35 lbs
Drop Length: 25.75” (Ceiling to Bottom of Mount)
Drop Length: 23” (Support plate to Ceiling Plate)
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Wire Management: There are wire routing holes at the top and bottom
of the drop arm designed to allow 16 gauge wire to pass through. If
using wire larger than the opening will allow, it is recommended to
secure the wire using ties or other suitable fasteners.
Mounting: This mount is designed to be installed directly to a wood
joist or other solid surface that is suited to support the combined
weight of the speaker and bracket. Using wall anchors only may not
properly secure your speaker & mount and is not recommended.
Warning! The included security screws (b) are necessary to provide the
safest and most secure installation of your speaker. Failure to properly
secure your speaker to this mount may result in damage and/or injury.
Please use care when choosing the location of this mount to avoid injury
and consult a professional installer if you are unsure of any part of your
installation.

Install Wall Arm:
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Attach Arm to wall using 3 Wall Screws. Note screw order.

Wire routing opening
Max size (16 gauge)

Press end Cap on to
the end of the wall arm.
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HARDWARE:
Tools Needed:
1. #2 Phillips head Screw Driver.
2. ½” Socket or wrench

3. 10mm Socket
4. 7/32” drill bit (Pilot hole)

Install Speaker Platform:
Attach the speaker platform to the wall arm as shown.
Note: This nut has a nylon locking thread to prevent vibration from loosening
the assembly and will require the use of a wrench to properly tighten the nut.

Install Speaker:
Attach the speaker to the platform by adjusting the clamps with a phillips head screwdriver.
Make sure the speaker is centered on the platform and the included securing pads are used.
Note: Security Screws are included and should be used to prevent the speaker from falling
from the mount.
Securing Pads

Missing or Defective Parts?
Do not return this product to the retailer, let us get you the parts.

Open or Close clamps by turning screws.

Call 800-343-0548 or email: Support@pinpointmounts.com
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